BFG still out in front of the Cat C crowd with latest brace of games
Bell-Fruit Group is currently testing two brand new offerings for the Cat C market.
The first is Bell-Fruit Games’ DOND Red Rush followed by sister company QPS
Interactive’s Monopoly Boom Time. Both games are performing superbly on test,
indicating that there’s still a huge draw for licensed themes for machine players.
DOND Red Rush from the BFG stable is presented in the Eclipse cabinet on tried
and trusted Scorpion 6 technology and is brimming with exciting features and play
appeal. In this latest version there are five levels of DEAL OR NO DEAL. Players
can collect just two phones to play the Lite version or collect them all to play
MEGA DOND. A new triple choice win-or-bust gamble allowing players to choose
from Stash or Bust; Deal or Bust’; or Jackpot or Bust is included in this latest
iteration of the DOND family.
QPS Interactive’s Monopoly Boom Time is yet another brilliant new take on the
age old family favourite, Monopoly. Monopoly Boom Time is presented in the
Eclipse cabinet on the tried and tested Scorpion 6 technology. Game play is
typically entertaining and compelling and includes a number of exciting features
designed to engage players and keep them coming back for more.
Chief among the new features is ‘You Choose’, whereby the player collects a
fourth dog which then enables them to decide which values are eliminated in the
Boom Time feature. Players are challenged to collect two houses for a skill stop.
Cash or Bust becomes Cash or BOOST where they’re awarded a prize or an
enhancement for the next feature game. Players can also use the ‘It’s Your
Birthday!’ feature to gain boosts and bonuses. And it lasts from game to game.
When the “STICKY” lamp is lit, they are awarded at least two goes. Another new
feature is Rise and Fall where players take the Boom Time win or gamble on
boosting it or losing some of it.
BFG Sales and Marketing Director John McLoughlin noted: “These great games
are testament to the pulling power that licensed products can bring to the Cat C
genre. Red Rush, the latest take on the DOND brand, is proving to be another big
hit with players up and down the country and its popularity shows no signs of
waning. Monopoly Boom Time, meanwhile, clearly demonstrates that the world’s
greatest board game remains as versatile and adaptable as it is entertaining and
enduring.”
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